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company of his disciples had none of the characteristics of a
religious community. Though they received instruction
from him, they were not bound to obey him, nor were they
committed to any uniformly regulated way of life. The
development of monasticism known as semi-eremitical arose
shortly afterwards in the deserts of Nitria and Scete in Lower
Egypt. We have descriptions of these communities in the
works of Palladius and Cassian. These monks lived in
separate cells, and in Nitria sometimes three or four cells
were grouped together. They met at church for the liturgy
on Saturdays and Sundays only, and were subject to no rule,
the authority of the elders being purely personal. When
visiting each other they occupied themselves with the study
of the Scriptures or discussed questions of spiritual doctrine,
Cassian's Collations give us an idea of the nature of these
conversations.
At about the same time that St. Antony, after twenty
years of strict seclusion, began to concern himself with his
disciples at Pispir, there appeared in Upper Egypt another
famous ascetic, who was to give the monastic movement a
new direction. St. Pachomius, a disciple of the hermit
Palamon, having doubtless observed the disadvantages and
even the dangers of complete isolation, proceeded to organize
a community for the hermits of his neighbourhood, and
founded at Tabennisi, near Dendera, the first monastery of
the life in common (koinobion) to which disciples soon flocked.
The monastery consisted of several separate buildings, each
holding thirty to forty persons under the direction of
a superintendent. The monks owed obedience to their
Superior and were subject to a rule. Not only were their
religious exercises, that is to say, prayer, instruction, and
confession, strictly regulated, but manual labour, which
consisted in the practice of different handicrafts, was also
compulsory. This constitution of Pachomius met with very
great success. Before his death in about 345 the Pachomian
Congregation, as it may be called, comprised nine monas-
teries, containing a great number of monks, and two con-
vents for women.
The work of Pachomius gave to monasticism its essential
and final form. The hermit in his retreat practised continence

